Challenges of Managing Maritime Cultural Heritage in Asia in the Face of Climate Change
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Abstract: Changing weather patterns, increasing frequency and intensity of natural hazards, and rising sea levels associated with global climate change have the potential to threaten cultural heritage sites worldwide. This is especially the case for maritime heritage sites located in the low-lying coastal and delta regions of Asia. Maritime heritage can reflect both highly localized cultural products based on the coupling of people and maritime environments and the historic footprints of complex maritime networks that connect people, ideas, and material over vast distances, creating unique cultural spheres. Furthermore, maritime heritage sites potentially serve as or contain records of how past societies have been impacted by and adapted to past environmental stress. Therefore, their degradation threatens local/regional/global cultural patrimony as well as evidence of human resilience and fragility in the face of environmental change. This makes a strong case for urgent preservation. However, the possible damage caused by climate change and the scale of vulnerable maritime heritage pose seemingly insurmountable challenges. In this paper, we present the ways in which maritime heritage sites across Asia are vulnerable to environmental stresses, such as changing sea levels, coastal erosion, flooding, and storm surges. Our objective is to draw upon our experience documenting endangered cultural heritage across South and Southeast Asia to illustrate that there are unique conceptual and practical characteristics of maritime heritage that complicate effective management and conservation efforts on the scale required to prevent massive loss by climate change. We conclude by stressing the need to reconceptualize debates about the custody and stewardship of maritime heritage and the urgency of employing a wide range of innovative preservation solutions to ensure maritime patrimony is not lost to the rising tides.
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1. Introduction

After decades of scientific warnings that increasing concentrations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere could lead to major changes in Earth’s climate system, we are nearing the inflection point where some degree of environmental change is inevitable. The most recent report by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) suggests that half of the global population is highly vulnerable to the environmental effects of climate change, such
as increasing temperatures, rising sea levels, changing weather patterns, and an increasing frequency and intensity of tropical storms [1]. The same report makes it clear that given our current trajectory and failure to limit emissions, societal adaptation might be insufficient to prevent the negative impacts of climate change for many of the most vulnerable members of the global population.

While much attention rightly goes to how climate change will impact human life in the near future, it is starting to be recognized that climate change will also have profound impacts on the material remains of our past—our cultural heritage [2–15]. In all ecological zones, changes in climatic conditions such as temperature, humidity, and precipitation levels will affect the material substance of historic buildings, monuments, and artefacts, leading to decay in the absence of preservation efforts [15–18]. This includes both sites that are directly exposed to the elements, as well as vast collections of objects, artwork, and historic manuscripts stored within museums, archives, and other venues that require climate control for their long-term preservation [15–18]. These impacts have the potential to disproportionately impact heritage sites that are not well protected such as vernacular heritage and the heritage of marginalized and indigenous communities [5,6,22,23].

Accordingly, managing the impacts of climate change and environmental stress on cultural heritage has become an important topic of consideration for academics and heritage practitioners—from the main international bodies such as UNESCO and ICOMOS to national and sub-national organizations [3,6,8,24,25]. An increasing number of research teams and heritage management agencies are mapping out the vulnerability of heritage to climate change on different scales of analysis [8,16,17,21]. This work demonstrates severe threats to cultural heritage from climate change in many parts of the world.

However, this work only accounts for a small sample of the total number of heritage sites potentially endangered by climate change. With a few notable exceptions, most of the attention on the vulnerability of cultural heritage to climate change is largely focused on the United States and Europe, with much less work conducted across the rest of the world, and almost none in Asia, which arguably hosts the largest body of cultural heritage by virtue of both geographic scale and population [6,9,12,13,21,26–29]. Furthermore, most efforts to assess vulnerability to climate change focus on limited databases of heritage resources, such as UNESCO World Heritage sites [5,12,13,19,21,25,30,31]. Therefore, existing heritage vulnerability assessments provide a low estimate for the quantity of heritage sites on a global scale that are potentially endangered by climate change and currently exclude much of Asia’s coastal heritage.

To help address this, we have been conducting research on environmental stress and cultural heritage in Asia for more than a decade, including several large projects to locate and document vulnerable coastal heritage. Our Aceh Geohazards Project was a five-year effort to study the history of coastal hazards in areas that were inundated by the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami in northern Sumatra, Indonesia [32–36]. As part of our efforts, we systematically surveyed over 40 km of coastal areas that were hit by the tsunami and vulnerable to future coastal erosion, tsunamis, and sea-level rise, and documented over 1000 heritage sites, more than 5800 heritage features, and over 48,000 artefacts located through field walking. Building upon this work, we partnered with the Ministry of Arts, Culture, and Heritage of the Maldives in 2017 to begin conducting a systematic survey of heritage sites endangered by sea-level rise in that country [37]. That two-year pilot study was supported by the Arcadia Fund (Grant 3984). In the course of our work, we surveyed 152 islands, documenting 365 sites, 4817 features, and 1022 objects while also digitizing 1091 historic manuscripts.

Upon the foundations of that pilot project, our work has since scaled up into the Maritime Asia Heritage Survey (https://maritimeasiaheritage.cseas.kyoto-u.ac.jp accessed on 25 April 2022), a five-year project to digitally document endangered coastal heritage in
Indonesia, Vietnam, and the Maldives. The primary aim of this work is to create an open-access on-line heritage archive that can serve as a resource for scholars, government heritage agencies, and the interested public. This material is already being used by the Maldives Ministry of Arts, Culture and Heritage to inform impact assessments of development projects on cultural heritage on six different islands, as well as a special report to the Office of the President on threats to cultural heritage sites posed by climate change. At a global scale, our data have also been integral to the recent success of a bid to have the Koagannu Cemetery added to the World Monuments Fund 2022 Watchlist.

Our research on environmental stress and cultural heritage and years of practical experience working with partners in Indonesia and the Maldives to document coastal heritage sites vulnerable to climate change have made it clear to us that safeguarding the maritime heritage of Asia is a daunting task. The costs and technical expertise needed to safeguard coastal heritage sites against climate change, coupled with the relatively limited capacity and resources currently deployed by most countries in the region, make wide-scale physical preservation of heritage untenable. Over the next century, Asia faces the certain and permanent loss of at least some of its coastal heritage sites. Moreover, it is likely that initiatives to preserve cultural heritage will be biased toward monumental and economically valuable heritage sites to the exclusion of the far vaster range of local, vernacular, and indigenous heritage sites spread across Southern Asia [23,38]. Therefore, it is necessary to re-think approaches to cultural preservation to both prevent but also anticipate the eventual permanent loss of heritage sites and cultural landscapes across the coastal areas of Asia.

We were invited to contribute a conceptual discussion to this Special Issue of *Climate* about some of the main challenges to preserving maritime heritage in Asia in the face of climate change and how approaches to conservation will need to adapt to changing environmental conditions. To do this, we draw upon our collective work related to issues of cultural heritage management and environmental stress and an extensive review of the literature on cultural heritage and climate change to discuss some of the ways in which digital documentation and preservation of coastal heritage and archaeological sites can facilitate both our understanding of how past societies have grappled with changing environmental conditions and provide tools for the management of heritage in an uncertain future [39–47]. To provide some substance to our review, we include data about the condition, preservation status, and vulnerability to environmental stress from our on-going heritage survey in the Maldives and Indonesia. We start with a brief conceptual discussion about the vulnerabilities facing maritime heritage. We then present what we see as some of the main challenges to managing and preserving maritime heritage based upon our work documenting endangered maritime heritage in South and Southeast Asia and propose some recommendations about what is needed to prevent wide-scale loss of Asia’s coastal heritage.

2. Maritime Heritage and Climate Change

Maritime heritage is the cultural product of the relationship between people, societies, their immediate maritime environments, and/or their connections to wider maritime trade networks. It would be difficult to travel along the coast in any inhabited part of the world—regardless of geography, climate, or level of economic development—and not encounter people whose lives are intimately connected with their immediate ocean or riverine environment. From indigenous Moken fishing villages in Thailand and quaint port towns in New England, to the island nations of the south Pacific, ways of life, in ways both dramatic and obvious and subtle and nuanced, have been shaped by human interactions with the sea. This can be seen in countless examples of intangible cultural practices born of maritime interactions and embodied in the material culture produced by patterns of interactions with coastal environments.

At a wider scale of analysis, maritime heritage can be the residue of sea-borne connections and interactions such as trading ports, artefacts, and shipwrecks [48]. Contemporary world maps imply that major river systems, large bodies of water, and the oceans are un-
populated places that separate and demarcate our current geopolitical identities. However, historically, maritime worlds have been spheres defined by interaction and connectivity facilitated by the movements of people, ideas, and material cultural as well as the emergence of complex cultural imaginaries across vast distances [49]. This can be seen in the historic trade and religious networks that define the Maritime Silk Road stretching from Japan and China in the east to the Middle East and Europe in the west [50–56]. The historic ports along these trade networks were shaped over the centuries by the diversity of people who populated and transited through them.

There are many compelling reasons to advocate for the preservation of Asia’s maritime heritage. All forms of heritage are important sources of identity and tangible markers of human history. Many maritime heritage sites are still used or inhabited in the present. Furthermore, maritime heritage is an important part of local economies, especially as tourist attractions [18,57,58]. However, we want to add to the list that Asia’s maritime heritage is an important resource to help us understand and cope with the very kinds of environmental forces that endanger it. In particular, maritime heritage can provide relevant material for studies of climate change; societal resilience, and the long histories of interactions that have come to define human and environmental dynamics.

2.1. Records of Environmental and Social Change

Maritime heritage sites have the potential to record valuable information about the long-term interaction of coastal societies and environmental stress [8,9,26,30,59]. Much of the research on the environmental processes that affect coastal communities is conducted at sites endangered by these same forces. This includes archaeological and historical sites that contain insights into how coastal societies in the past were impacted by environmental stress, changing sea-level, and natural hazards [30,60]. These records can be found in buried cultural and geological deposits, in the fragments of material cultural scattered across the landscape, in the styles and forms of building technologies, on the surface of historic structures, within the text of inscriptions and ancient manuscripts, and in the oral histories of local inhabitants. We have used all of these sources of data to build a comprehensive record of how coastal communities in northern Sumatra have been impacted by major tsunami going back over 7000 years, with all of that data coming from low-lying coastal areas, including sites that are on the verge of being lost due to erosion and sea-level change [33,35,61]. We are currently using such data to build out histories of sea-level change in the Maldives and how changing environmental conditions impacted trade along the Maritime Silk Road. The loss of coastal heritage and archaeological sites will limit our ability to compile the historic datasets needed to model future environmental change in coastal regions.

2.2. Embodied Resilience—Heritage of Sustainability

Maritime heritage captures how our predecessors have adapted (or failed to adapt) to environmental stress. The tangible (buildings, monuments, artefacts, etc.) and intangible (customs, legends, social practices, belief systems, etc.) cultural heritage in areas of the world that deal with environmental stress contain potentially useful lessons about how to adapt to and live with dynamic environments in a sustainable manner and how cultures conceptualize and deal with cycles of loss and recovery [7,8,18,22,30]. There is valuable knowledge about societal resilience embedded within the vernacular heritage and traditional cultural practices of coastal inhabitants around the world—especially within indigenous and other communities which rely upon maritime environments for subsistence [38]. The loss of coastal heritage and disruption of traditional coastal livelihoods reduces our collective knowledge of how to adjust to climate change and other forms of environmental stress and erases some of the only examples of long-term sustainable human interactions with their environments [22,23,62].
2.3. Heritage of Connections

Maritime heritage is a heritage of connectivity, interaction, and adaptation. In a world drifting toward de-globalization in the face of crises such as the COVID-19 pandemic and on-going climate change, it is vital for us to recognize that some of the most dynamic periods of human innovation and development have come from the connections of geographically disparate people through sea-borne trade and travel [63,64]. Maritime heritage can thus serve as a valuable reminder that connectivity is a critical part of human history and that solutions to common problems might derive from engagement, rather than isolation. Port cities of Asia are products of widely diverse cultural influences and are also sites of the creation of unique hybrid forms of cultures and cultural heritage [65–67]. Our work on the islands of Indonesia and the Maldives has not only produced new data on the history of such cultural dynamics but also opened new pathways of connection, with colleagues from each of those Indian Ocean archipelagoes working together to produce a new, integrated source of knowledge on the broader region [68].

3. Environmental Dynamics in Coastal Areas

Maritime heritage is located within Asia’s coastal, delta, and riverine regions. These geographic zones are dynamic and prone to powerful environmental stresses that are likely to increase in frequency and intensity due to global warming and associated climatic changes [14,69]. Some of these occur on a regular and even somewhat predictable basis, whereas others are less frequent and can be surprising in occurrence and intensity [60]. As outlined below, the main environmental stresses effecting coastal areas across Asia are difficult to manage at present and will only get worse. These stresses will have profound impacts upon natural environments; our current built environment and infrastructure; the lives and livelihoods of people who inhabit coastal zones; and the accumulated heritage within such regions over the next several centuries [62]. In this section, we outline some of the environmental stressors likely to cause extensive damage to Asia’s coastal heritage.

3.1. Ecological Changes

It is anticipated that increased sea temperatures, changes in ocean acidity, and variations in levels of precipitation associated with climate change will alter the physical attributes of coastal and riverine environments, whether broadly or in highly localized contexts [19,70,71]. This can be already seen in the recent mass bleaching events that have stressed approximately 75% of the world’s coral reefs over the past decade [72–74]. These events will have profound impacts upon marine and wetland ecologies and the human communities that interact with and/or are dependent upon these ecologies for their subsistence and livelihoods [75,76]. These changes will impact cultural heritage of coastal communities as long-term lifestyles are destabilized, traditional practices become untenable, links to ancestral habitats and practices are eroded, and belief systems/cosmologies interwoven with natural environments are challenged. This is especially the case for the numerous indigenous and fishing communities in the Maldives, the Bay of Bengal, the Indonesian Archipelago, and along the coasts of mainland Southeast Asia. Many of these communities are already threatened by poverty, political marginalization, and non-sustainable development practices and therefore are highly vulnerable to additional stressors.

3.2. Storms and Storm Surges

Coastal areas in sub-tropical regions experience powerful storms (hurricanes, cyclones, and typhoons) that combine heavy rainfall, strong winds, increased tidal action, and storm surges. These cause extensive flooding, erosion, and mechanical damage to tangible heritage sites [22,23,59,62,77]. Major tropical storms occur on a seasonal basis in the sub-tropical zones between 5 and 30 degrees on either side of the equator and are expected to increase in intensity with climate change. Such storms pose threats to coastal heritage in Sri Lanka, India, Bangladesh, Myanmar, Indonesia, Philippines, Vietnam, China, and Japan. We are at a stage where what were once called “one-hundred-year” storms are now
occurring every decade, meaning we have no precedent for properly evaluating how much damage such storms will cause to coastal heritage. Furthermore, the increasing frequency of powerful storms will reduce the time needed to recover from destructive events before the next storm occurs.

3.3. Flooding

On an annual basis, flooding is typically the most damaging form of natural disaster in Asia in terms of persons affected and cost [69]. Changes in precipitation levels combined with anthropogenic causes such as urbanization and subsidence caused by ground water depletion will lead to more regular and severe flooding, with pronounced concentrations in the deltas of Asia’s major river systems such as the Ganges-Brahmaputra, Irrawaddy, Mekong, Red, Pearl and Yangtze [78]. These regions are home to hundreds of millions of people and countless heritage resources. Perhaps the most dramatic example of the seriousness of such threats are the on-going plans by the Indonesian government to move the administrative buildings from the capital city of Jakarta to a new city in Borneo because there are questions about the long-term viability of Jakarta, a city of over 20 million inhabitants. A combination of flooding and subsidence will result in degradation of heritage sites and cultural landscapes through mechanical damage, erosion, rot, and salinization [19].

3.4. Coastal Erosion and Sedimentation

Heritage sites located in coastal regions are exposed to a range of coastal processes that will most likely be amplified by climate change. Tidal processes constantly erode, fragment, and undermine heritage sites, as has been extensively documented in northern Europe [13,18,19,28,30,58]. Coastal geomorphological processes can lead to both erosion and beach progradation which can wash away or bury heritage sites, block up harbors and waterways [79], and in more extreme cases such as the Maldives, literally remove and construct new landmasses.

3.5. Sea-Level Change

Perhaps the most significant long-term threat to coastal heritage from climate change will come from sea-level rise [9,13,17,20,21,31,80]. While projections of potential sea-level increase vary depending on estimates of climate mitigation efforts, it is likely that by 2100 we could see rises of over 0.5 m [1,43]. Failure to drastically reduce emissions could lead to as much as 5 m of sea-level rise over the next several centuries. Even the more conservative predictions will result in extensive changes in coastal and delta areas and the destruction of heritage and cultural landscapes. In low-lying island nations such as the Maldives and countries in the south Pacific, sea-level rise could lead to the total loss of languages, cultures, and ways of life.

A combination of the environmental forces outlined above pose an existential and inevitable threat to much of Asia’s coastal heritage over the next several centuries. Discussions about managing Asia’s coastal heritage need to acknowledge that if the currently accepted projections of climate change prove accurate, managing coastal heritage resources will become a salvage operation where catastrophic and permanent loss of much of Asia’s coastal heritage is the baseline if extensive and immediate efforts are not made to safeguard it. In the more pessimistic scenarios of climate change, standard approaches to protect and preserve coastal heritage will not be viable on anywhere near the scale needed, requiring us to rethink what heritage management could look like as we shift to the era of climate change.

4. Preserving Maritime Heritage in Asia

Climate change needs to become an essential part of heritage management plans [3,5,7,9,14,16,25,30]. We hope to add to this discussion based on our experiences working with heritage in different parts of Asia, illustrated by examples from our heritage documentation in the Maldives and Indonesia (Figure 1). We shape our discussion around what we feel
are the main components needed to develop management plans for coastal heritage across Asia. We acknowledge that our list is not exhaustive. For the sake of brevity and cohesion, we focus on five points that are the main pillars of the heritage documentation and management we have participated within across Southern Asia: (1) building and/reinforcing comprehensive heritage inventories; (2) mapping and monitoring vulnerability to environmental stresses; (3) digital documentation; (4) open-access data preservation and archiving; and (5) physical preservation.

4.1. Baseline Heritage Inventories

The starting point for managing coastal heritage is having updated and detailed inventories of heritage resources. While most countries in Asia have some form of national heritage register or inventory, these databases are often difficult to access and can be highly variable in quality. At the same time many existing heritage records in countries across the region have not been fully digitized and are in danger of being lost themselves. Even well-developed and maintained heritage inventories are often populated with records of prominent, well-known, or monumental heritage resources and exclude less prominent and vernacular heritage resources. They are also generally limited in terms of the information contained and often lack visual elements and precise geographic coordinates. Moreover, we have not seen many examples of records that contain detailed and updated information about vulnerabilities to on-going and future environmental stress. Constructing reliable heritage inventories to the level needed to develop effective heritage management strategies is an essential but difficult and time-consuming process but it is where we must start.

In both Indonesia and the Maldives, we have worked with national agencies to enhance existing inventories through new field survey work and the application of new digital technologies (Figure 2). This complex dataset is designed to inform heritage management policies, as well as to provide a lasting archive for use by historians, archaeologists and other scholars. Our field teams use tablet-based heritage survey forms to collect basic administrative data (location, ownership/custody, preservation status, etc.); basic descriptive information (type of resource, brief prose description, size/dimensions, material, construction technology, etc.); assessment of condition (damage, weathering, etc.); and vulnerability assessment (current and potential exposure to environmental stress, development, and human vandalism/destruction). Over two phases of field survey and documentation in the Maldives and Indonesia since 2015, we have documented a total of 1620 site records, 11,842 feature records, and 50,207 object records (Table 1).

Figure 1. Map showing the areas of operation for the Maritime Asia Heritage Survey. The red boxes show areas of the Maldives and Indonesia covered by our survey and documentation as of May 2022.

Figure 2. Map showing the areas of operation for the Maritime Asia Heritage Survey.
Figure 2. Map showing the areas of the Maldives where we have completed heritage field survey and documentation. Our field team has systematically surveyed all islands in each of the numbered atolls.

Table 1. Total number of heritage site, feature, and object records produced over two phases of documentation in the Maldives and Indonesia.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Maldives Phase 1</th>
<th>Maldives Phase 2</th>
<th>Indonesia Phase 1</th>
<th>Indonesia Phase 2</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Site Records</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>1028</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>1620</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feature Records</td>
<td>4817</td>
<td>518</td>
<td>5869</td>
<td>638</td>
<td>11,842</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object Records</td>
<td>1022</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>48,707</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>50,207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recorded Oral Histories</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3d Visualizations</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digitized Manuscripts</td>
<td>1091</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1126</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The information we collect is intended to serve as a baseline for monitoring the condition of heritage resources in the face of climate change. At present we lack mechanisms for dynamic updates to our online database. We are familiar with innovative projects such as SCHARP in Scotland that utilize a range of mobile technologies to empower crowdsourced documentation and continuous monitoring of coastal heritage resources [30]—and consider such projects inspirational for the further work that is needed to test whether such approaches are viable across diverse Asian contexts. It is clear to us that regularly monitored and updated heritage inventories are critical and that such work can only be carried out at an effective resolution and frequency through new models of inclusive and participatory approaches.

4.2. Vulnerability Mapping

Managing coastal heritage in the face of climate change requires integrating these inventories of heritage resources with robust scientific models of potential environmental
impacts such as sea-level rise, coastal erosion, and storm frequency [15,81]. There are some excellent examples of such projects, mainly from Europe, that use GIS and climate models to identify and code types and levels of vulnerability [7–9,13,16,29,82]. However, vulnerability models are not widely accessible to heritage managers in many parts of the world [14]. Our work has attempted to address this by assessing the condition, protection status, and vulnerability to threats within our heritage records. For example, out of 146 heritage sites we documented within five atolls in the Maldives, we found that less than 10% were not partially or completely damaged and approximately 80% of sites were not formally protected (Table 2). A notable percentage of sites has already been damaged by coastal erosion and the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami and a much higher percent are potentially vulnerable to future environmental stresses. Furthermore, we are using drone photogrammetry to produce high-resolution georeferenced orthophoto maps of entire islands in the Maldives that can serve as baselines for comparing coastal contours over time and to identify factors that make some locations more vulnerable than others.

Table 2. Assessment of the condition, vulnerability to environmental stress, and preservation status for 146 heritage sites documented in Haa Alifu, Haa Dhaalu, Kaafu, Noonu, and Shaviyani atolls in the Maldives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition of Heritage Site</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percent of Total Sites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partially Damaged</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>71%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completely destroyed</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Longer Extent</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.70%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Submerged</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source of Attrition</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percent of Total Sites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coastal Erosion</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flooding</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt Intrusion</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea-Level Change</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsunami</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Future Environmental Vulnerabilities</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percent of Total Sites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Coastal Erosion</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>43%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flooding</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salt Intrusion</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea-Level Change</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tsunami</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>51%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Preservation Status</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percent of Total Sites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Not Preserved</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preserved</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>19%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Need for Preservation</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percent of Total Sites</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Immediate</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urgent</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>37%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>35%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We are also witnessing in near real-time some of the devastating effects of climate change and environmental degradation, as for example the island of Dheruhhuraa in Shaviyani Atoll which has only recently disappeared below sea level. This was formerly a large island known for its forest of ironwood trees. They were nearly all felled to burn for the production of coral lime used in construction of the new administrative capital on the
nearby island of Fonadhoo. This resulted in severe coastal erosion that made the island vulnerable to complete submersion when struck by the 2004 Indian Ocean tsunami.

For vulnerability models to be effective, they need to be dynamic and continually adjust to new data. This lack of baseline heritage and environmental data is a pressing concern that needs to be addressed for much of the coastal regions of Asia. It is critical to develop tools and resources that will allow a wide range of stakeholders across Asia to evaluate the vulnerability of heritage resources using up-to-date environmental data and projections. Our work takes a step in this direction by working simultaneously in multiple countries of the region in engagement with—and opening channels of communication between—national agencies in each. Facilitating international collaboration between climate scientists and heritage experts could support the development a comprehensive coastal vulnerability mapping system. A dynamic and open-access form of such mapping would, at the least, provide the potential for any level of heritage stakeholder or concerned member of the public to have geographical information about heritage vulnerability in their locale. Nothing like this currently exists.

4.3. Digital Documentation

Even under the most conservative estimates of how climate change will affect coastal regions over the next several centuries, it is inevitable that a significant amount of maritime heritage will be destroyed or made inaccessible. There is simply no pathway to avoid the impacts of environmental stress in coastal regions and no feasible way to physically preserve the vast bulk of coastal heritage resources. This means that digital documentation will be the only way to preserve at least some of Asia’s maritime heritage in perpetuity and make it widely accessible.

The shift to documentation as preservation will require extensive debate about documentation approaches that take into consideration feasibility, localized value, and the specifications of what documentation should capture and in what format. Our documentation efforts are shaped by a combination of what information we feel is needed to allow people to understand and interact with a heritage resource if it is lost and what can we realistically accomplish given time and resource constraints. Our digital heritage archive weaves together standard heritage documentation approaches with 3D visualizations, orthophoto maps and drone-based LiDAR mapping of heritage resources within their environmental context, IIIF deep-zoom manuscript digitization, and local oral histories and knowledge about heritage and environmental change (Figures 3–5). Such approaches are within the general tool kit of digital heritage documentation employed by projects all over the world, but very few projects in Asia combine this all together with a quality control system and extensive cross-referencing of different data sources within an open access platform [68].

Digital heritage documentation requires levels of dedicated equipment, trained personnel, and infrastructure that many national heritage ministries or organizations across Asia do not have. Over the past four years, our field teams in the Maldives and Indonesia, in cooperation with local partners, have generated over 60,000 heritage records for our open access online archive. This illustrates that if national heritage authorities have even small, well-trained, and properly equipped digital heritage survey teams, they can slowly but surely conduct systematic survey and documentation of coastal heritage resources. The ideal solution is that countries across Asia train, equip, and field dedicated coastal heritage survey and documentation teams. If such resources and capacities are not available locally, then partnerships and support from donors and international heritage organizations such as what we have been able to do with the Arcadia Fund, national heritage agencies, and our respective academic institutions are needed to augment these capacities.
It is essential that local populations are involved in heritage management, preservation, and monitoring efforts. Inclusive community-based heritage management initiatives potentially underrepresented heritage resources are included into national inventories, vulnerability mapping, documentation, and preservation programs. Our heritage documentation approaches that take into consideration feasibility, localized value, and the specifications of what documentation should capture and in what format. Our documentation is conducted by teams from our partner countries. We engage extensively with local communities and stakeholders and recorded oral history interviews are an important part of our database. However, we are well aware that our efforts to facilitate and encourage heritage survey and documentation teams. If such resources and capacities are not available locally, then partnerships and support from donors and international heritage organizations such as what we have been able to do with the Arcadia Fund, national heritage agencies, and our respective academic institutions are needed to augment these capacities.

The ideal solution is that countries across Asia train, equip, and field dedicated coastal heritage survey and documentation teams. If such resources and capacities are not available, then partnerships and support from donors and international heritage organizations are needed to augment these capacities. Digital heritage documentation requires levels of dedicated equipment, trained personnel, and infrastructure that many national heritage ministries or organizations across Asia do not have. Over the past four years, our field teams in the Maldives and Indonesia, Pulau Wokam, Aru, Maluka, Indonesia. Data captured with a Matrice 300 RTK drone with L1 LiDAR sensor payload. Images processed using DJI Terra and ArcGIS Pro. Panel (A) Drone photo showing site covered in dense vegetation. Panel (B) Digital Surface Model (DSM) generated by interpolating points acquired by the L1 sensor. Panel (C) Hillshaded Digital Elevation Model (DEM) interpolated from ground points following point cloud classification. Panel (D) Slope map showing the topographical variation in the DEM—slope values in degrees.

**Figure 3.** 3-d visualization of Benteng Indrapatra, a fort complex built during the 16th or 17th century CE along the coast of Aceh, Indonesia. The image was produced using drone photogrammetry.

**Figure 4.** Remains of a 17th century CE Dutch settlement located using drone LiDAR at Kota Lama, Pulau Wokam, Aru, Maluka, Indonesia. Data captured with a Matrice 300 RTK drone with L1 LiDAR sensor payload. Images processed using DJI Terra and ArcGIS Pro. Panel (A) Drone photo showing site covered in dense vegetation. Panel (B) Digital Surface Model (DSM) generated by interpolating points acquired by the L1 sensor. Panel (C) Hillshaded Digital Elevation Model (DEM) interpolated from ground points following point cloud classification. Panel (D) Slope map showing the topographical variation in the DEM—slope values in degrees.
It is essential that local populations are involved in heritage management, preservation, and monitoring efforts. Inclusive community-based heritage management initiatives can be a force multiplier in terms of personnel, while also making it more likely that potentially underrepresented heritage resources are included into national inventories, vulnerability mapping, documentation, and preservation programs. Our heritage documentation is conducted by teams from our partner countries. We engage extensively with local communities and stakeholders and recorded oral history interviews are an important part of our database. However, we are well aware that our efforts to facilitate and encourage more autonomous participation of coastal inhabitants are lacking and we are exploring ways to address this.

4.4. Secure and Accessible Archives

The value of heritage documentation is only as good as the systems that store, archive, and present the data captured in the field. This can be conducted through on-line heritage databases and archives. There are countless examples of heritage management systems developed by museums, national heritage agencies, local heritage organizations, and academics. These systems all have different standards and systems for storing data. However, we have significant concerns with this patch-work approach even as we contribute to it. We are, however, attempting to mitigate the situation through the employment of a standardized data model for records in each of the countries where we work on Arches, an open-source software package developed by the Getty Conservation Institute and the World Monuments Fund, that is becoming widely adopted across a diverse range of global contexts. Beyond the field records, photographs, architectural drawings and orthophoto maps integrated into the MAHS Arches database, we also make the digital heritage assets generated by the project accessible on a number of popular platforms: 3D visualizations on Sketchfab (https://sketchfab.com/MaritimeAsiaHeritageSurvey/collections accessed on 25 April 2022), full spatial data point clouds on OpenHeritage 3D (https://openheritage3d.org/news.php?p=digitally-documenting-the-endangered-cultural-history-of-the-maldives accessed on 25 April 2022), and YouTube for videos (https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCZQEeI_JO23QfBuJ5MsDGjQ accessed on 25 April 2022).
Securing such records in an on-line archive requires constant updating and maintenance and ideally systems and budgets that are allocated in perpetuity. This is generally only feasible when conducted by established universities, governments, and INGOs that can allocate long-term funding and support. The MAHS preserves copies of its digital archives in the libraries of Kyoto University and the University of Oxford. We also provide our complete dataset to each of our national partners.

All levels of cultural heritage form part of a shared global patrimony and therefore there are strong arguments that heritage documentation should be an open-access resource. Our project is committed to this ideal. There have been over twenty years of evolving debates about the appropriate standards for digital heritage documentation and archiving [83–86]. However, it seems that most projects, including our own, develop and use their own unique systems. While these systems might contain generally similar records, this fragmented digital heritage landscape makes it difficult to integrate data into the kinds of overarching heritage management systems and archives that are needed to provide both long-term safeguarding and also allow for heritage records to be viewed holistically. It is clear that some countries or localities will want to have their own exclusive systems, but maritime heritage—reflecting as it does dynamics of cross-regional engagement—would be better served by international collaborations that can support secure, user-friendly, open-access management systems with the resources and technical expertise to ensure quality control and long-term data security.

Much work is needed to find a more consolidated and secure long-term repository for the many digital heritage records produced by projects and institutions across Asia. The OpenHeritage3D initiative is one example of the kinds of partnerships developing open access digital heritage platforms; MAHS works with them to make our large spatial datasets available under Creative Commons licensing terms.

4.5. Physical Preservation

Heritage custodians at all levels across Asia need to start making decisions now about the potential damage or loss of cultural heritage under their jurisdiction to climate change and start enacting plans for mitigating this damage. Prioritizing, scheduling, and implementing such work will be very challenging, expensive, and almost certainly a contested political process that could take decades [3]. There are a range of approaches that can be used to blunt the impact of climate change on coastal heritage sites. This can involve physical stabilization of heritage resources and protecting sites by creating coastal barriers and other defenses (beach walls, mangroves, etc.) [14,30]. In some cases, heritage sites can be moved away from exposed and vulnerable locations. There are precedents for this occurring at a large scale, in particular the massive rescue operations to disassemble and move major historic sites in areas of Egypt flooded by the Aswan Dam [87,88]. However, these processes are complex and expensive and will most likely only be used for a very small sample of what are deemed to be high-priority heritage sites.

We do not deal directly with physical preservation of cultural heritage within the scope of our work. However, our experiences make it clear that it is highly unlikely that many of the heritage resources that we document, regardless of our assessment of condition and vulnerability, will receive any physical preservation or conservation. Over the next several decades, heritage authorities and their constituents will increasingly be forced to decide which heritage resources to preserve and which to leave to the elements. This process could be made easier and more transparent if there are frameworks to support, justify, and communicate such decision-making to the wider public. Coastal heritage management plans across Asia need to start anticipating that many of what are now terrestrial heritage resources will eventually become underwater resources that will require different management approaches [89].
5. Discussion and Recommendations

We are fortunate to have committed partners in the Maldives and Indonesia, generous financial support from the Arcadia Fund, dedicated and passionate field documentation teams, and institutional support from Kyoto University and the Earth Observatory of Singapore. However, documenting and preserving Asia’s coastal heritage is a daunting task and we know that our efforts are only scratching the surface. We will briefly discuss what we feel are the main challenges that need to be overcome to better manage Asia’s coastal heritage: (1) scale and accessibility; (2) logistics, budgets, and capacity; (3) criteria for prioritizing; (4) governance and transboundary management; and (5) institutional limitations.

5.1. Scale and Accessibility

Asia has over 170,000 km of coastline, which is settled by hundreds of millions of people. An unknown but clearly significant amount of Asia’s cultural heritage is located within these low-lying coastal and delta regions most vulnerable to climate change. The sheer scale of the problem—in terms of surface area and number of heritage resources—is a major challenge for preserving coastal heritage. This is compounded in countries such as Indonesia and the Maldives by how remote some of the coastal areas are for both documentation and physical preservation (Figure 6). There is bound to be a bias towards sites that are more centrally located, more convenient and accessible, and easier to work at, and against sites in remote and challenging locations. This has the potential to create uneven preservation approaches based in part upon proximity to contemporary infrastructure and population centers. Our project specifically targets for documentation geographic areas and types of heritage that are neglected and/or beyond the capacity of national governments or other agencies to effectively document and monitor. Thus, for example, our work in the Maldives started with some of the southernmost (Seenu and Gnyaviyani) and northernmost (Haa Alif and Haa Dhaalu) atolls in the country and at the greatest distance from the capital in Male’. In Indonesia, we have been focusing work on the environmentally vulnerable coast of Aceh and in the remote eastern island groups of Aru, Kei, and Tanimbar. Decisions will be needed to prioritize where to survey and document heritage. Given the time-sensitive nature of climate change, a combination of environmental vulnerability, concentration of heritage resources, and representation of heritage should be used to determine priorities.

![Figure 6. The MAHS field team carrying survey gear from a recently surveyed island back to the boat in the Maldives. Heritage survey and documentation for many remote islands in Southern Asia arelogistically challenging and sometimes requires extraordinary efforts to access sites. (Photo Credit P. Daly.)](image-url)
5.2. Logistics, Budgets, and Capacity

Heritage survey, documentation, and physical preservation all require significant amounts of resources, technical skills, equipment, and human capital. Heritage agencies worldwide are chronically under-budgeted, with this especially the case within the less-developed countries in Asia. Many of the most thorough efforts to manage coastal heritage are being carried out within wealthy developed nations, or in less-developed countries through projects supported by donors. This means that the heritage located in wealthier parts of the world will be allocated more resources and therefore higher levels of preservation, irrespective of other values and importance of heritage and that external donors might have significant influence selecting which heritage resources are preserved across the global south. As climate change takes its toll, there is the very real possibility that the world’s maritime heritage will increasingly be dominated by select—but not necessarily representative—preserved examples that represent a small segment of the global population.

Therefore, it is vital to form international collaborations between national and local heritage managers, the main INGOs involved in heritage; the heritage ministries and agencies within nations that have the will and capacity to support work in other countries; and academic institutions. In our project, for example, we leverage generous financial support from the Arcadia Fund with the human capacity and institutional infrastructure at Oxford, Kyoto, and Nanyang Technological universities to support heritage documentation and archiving. In the absence of governments across Asia dramatically increasing budgets for heritage conservation, such collaborations will be vital for safeguarding Asia’s coastal heritage. Furthermore, these collaborations need to break the standard model of heritage development and cultural diplomacy initiatives that support heritage preservation only at selected prestigious and highly visible sites.

5.3. Criteria for Prioritization

Given limited resources, heritage survey, documentation, and preservation are shaped within countries by a number of priorities that have the potential to further exacerbate uneven and exclusive patterns of heritage preservation and loss [3,30]. Heritage resources that are economic assets through cultural tourism are commonly prioritized for preservation [18]. It is also established that there is a bias toward preserving heritage resources that fit within, or otherwise support, dominant national historical and political narratives [90]. Finally, regardless of the theoretical advances made to move heritage away from the 19th century fascination with large, monumental heritage sites, there is still a strong tendency for documentation and preservation efforts to focus on sites based upon size, construction material, aesthetics, etc. [91]. If preservation of heritage continues to be shaped by these factors, it will lead to the slow eradication of many kinds of heritage resources that do not fit into these molds and create a situation where we are increasingly left with only a very select range of heritage resources that reflect contemporary economic and political values.

5.4. Governance and Transboundary Management

Maritime networks are expansive and cannot be fully appreciated, understood, or effectively managed in a patchwork manner. The myriad of administrative frameworks that govern and implement heritage conservation are grounded in contemporary social, political, and economic factors that are not always aligned with the nature, historic logic, and essence of maritime heritage. Unfortunately, there are many examples across Asia of heritage that is neglected because it does not align with the current dominant political, cultural, or religious narratives of countries [92–94]. This raises questions about who should be responsible for managing maritime heritage associated with the vast trading networks that are no longer in sync with the political geography, cultures, linguistics, and religious beliefs/practices in place today. Preserving Asia’s maritime heritage will require a major shift to transboundary heritage management. This will allow for more representative and inclusive engagement with heritage that transcends political boundaries, sharing of
resources and expertise, and also foster areas for productive international collaboration and engagement.

5.5. Institutional Limitations

Large-scale documentation of cultural heritage is a service project that requires significant resources and interdisciplinary academic expertise to develop and sustain. Furthermore, running large heritage survey and documentation projects can be difficult, frustrating, time-consuming processes that are plagued with setbacks and challenges. In short, it can be a thankless task. Part of what makes it difficult for academics to participate within heritage documentation projects is that such work does not neatly fit into the usual research-driven career pathways for academics and is generally not funded by most of the usual funding bodies that support academic work. Primary research on the history and archaeology of specific sites and regions also falls outside the remit of most organizations that focus on heritage management. These institutional limitations need to be overcome to safeguard cultural heritage from climate change. Two major changes are needed to promote innovative heritage management projects. Academic funding agencies and institutions need to see documentation as well as the creation and maintenance of open access archives as core responsibilities that they should support. We have had to make arguments to our respective academic institutions to justify our work on the Maritime Asia Heritage Survey because it does not neatly align with the kinds of academic outputs that most academic institutions expect of their faculty. The flip side is that donors and agencies that promote heritage preservation need to acknowledge that valid academic research initiatives need to be an integral part of the structure and output of heritage preservation projects. False dichotomies between ‘documentation’ and ‘research’ create unnecessary institutional impediments to academics who may otherwise have initiative to develop and undertake the kind of large-scale projects required to address the pressing issues presented above.

6. Conclusions

It is likely that much of Asia’s maritime heritage will face increasing pressure over the next century and that environmental processes projected to accompany climate change will be difficult, if not impossible, to blunt. The scale and scope of work needed to build up comprehensive and inclusive heritage inventories, to provide for both open-access and long-term storage of that data, and to develop effective management plans for transnational maritime heritage are considerable—and far beyond the current pace of heritage preservation in most parts of coastal Asia. To accomplish this will require forging collaborations between a wide range of stakeholders and sustained multi-decadal documentation efforts. It will also be necessary for us to dramatically re-think heritage management in ways that appreciate the urgency and potential loss if preservation and documentation are not supported.

At present, it is easy to advocate for the allocation of more resources to protect cultural heritage management from climate change. However, the same environmental forces that will devastate coastal heritage will also cause large-scale human disruption and displacement and almost certainly usher in a new age of resource scarcity. It is likely that as the human costs of climate change increase, allocating resources towards preserving cultural heritage will understandably be reduced to a lower priority than other more immediate concerns for safety and sustainability. Therefore, it is vital to scale-up heritage preservation efforts now to ensure that adequate and resilient systems are in place before time, attention, resources, and capacities are diverted to manage other critical dimensions of the complex impact of accelerated climate change.
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